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Abstract
This paper considers the problem of hypothesis testing in linear Gaussian state space models.
We consider two hypotheses of interest: a simple null and a hypothesis of explicit parameter
restrictions. We derive the asymptotic distributions of the corresponding likelihood ratio test
statistics and compute the Bartlett adjustments. The results are non-trivial because the unrestricted state space model is not (even locally) identified. We apply our analysis to test the
validity of the Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium (DSGE) models. A Monte Carlo exercise illustrates our findings and confirms the importance of Bartlett corrections at sample sizes
typically encountered in macroeconomics.
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Introduction

Linear Gaussian state space models are commonly used across a variety of fields in Economics:
in macroeconomics, they are used to analyze first-order solutions to Dynamic Stochastic General
Equilibrium (DSGE) models; in finance, they appear in the context of affine term structure models.
The econometric analysis of likelihood based inference in these models has, however, remained
scarce. The purpose of our paper is to fill this literature gap by formally studying the asymptotic
properties of the likelihood ratio (LR) test in linear Gaussian state space models. Our contributions
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are twofold. First, we derive the asymptotic distributions of the LR tests under two hypotheses of
interest: a simple null and a null of explicit parameter restrictions. Second, we propose Bartlett
adjustments to both LR test statistics that for given samples of size T reduce level-error from
order T −1 to order T −2 . Such adjustments appear important at simple sizes typically encountered
in macroeconomics. As an application of our results, we propose a likelihood based test for the
validity of DSGE models.
The literature on identification and estimation in linear Gaussian state space models is well
established and complete; see, e.g., the books by Hannan and Deistler (1988) in econometrics, and
Kailath, Sayed, and Hassibi (2000) in control theory. Considerably less is known about inference
procedures in these models. This is primarily due to the fact that without additional restrictions,
linear Gaussian state space models are not locally identified. It is well known (see, e.g. Komunjer
and Ng, 2011) that similarity transforms rotating the latent variables of the state-space model
leave unchanged the second-order properties of the observables. Thus, the information contained
in the autocovariances of the observables alone does not suffice to identify the state-space model
parameters. Without identification, standard regularity conditions needed for likelihood based
inference are not satisfied, which makes the study of the asymptotic properties of the LR test
non-trivial.
The starting point of our approach is the observation that even though they are not identified, linear Gaussian state space models have a manifold structure (Hazewinkel, 1979; Hannan
and Deistler, 1988): that is, they can be parameterized by a lower-dimensional “canonical” parameter which is by construction identified. Since the likelihood of the model is invariant to
re-parameterizations, one can study the asymptotic behavior of the LR test in terms of the “canonical” parameter (for a detailed analysis of invariance see, e.g., Dagenais and Dufour, 1991). Its
asymptotic distribution will have a standard chi-squared form, whose number of degrees of freedom
will depend on the “canonical” parameter dimension. The latter is easy to compute and does not
require constructing the “canonical” parameter itself, issue which has pre-occupied much of the
estimation literature (see, e.g., Hannan and Deistler, 1988, for an overview). The construction of
a Bartlett adjustment to the LR statistic proceeds following a similar argument. An additional
difficulty here is that because of non-identification, Fisher information matrices become singular,
which requires the use of pseudo-inverses in the construction of the Bartlett factor.
We should point out several important related papers that address the problem of likelihood
based inference under nonidentification. Liu and Shao (2003) derive the asymptotic distribution
of the LR test statistic for testing simple null hypotheses in parametric models more general than
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ours. This distribution is, however, difficult to compute, which would make their test difficult to
operationalize in our context. Andrews and Mikusheva (2015) derive the asymptotic distribution
of the Lagrange multiplier and LR test statistics under weak identification. They assume however
that in the limit the model is identified. Working in the frequency domain, Qu (2014) derives the
asymptotic distribution of the score (i.e. Lagrange multiplier) test statistic. While the distribution
is the usual chi-squared, its number of degrees of freedom has to be estimated. Our contributions
relative to these papers are threefold: first, in addition to simple nulls we also consider a composite
null hypothesis of explicit parameter restrictions. Second, without assuming identification in the
limit, we obtain chi-squared limiting distributions with known degrees of freedom. And third,
we calculate Bartlett adjustments which make the asymptotic chi-squared approximations more
accurate.
To illustrate the usefulness of our results, we consider the problem of specification testing
in DSGE models. Over the last two decades, these models have become the workhorse of modern
macroeconomic analysis. Yet, there is growing consensus among macroeconomists today that DSGE
models are misspecified in various aspects (see, e.g., Schorfheide, 2013, for a recent survey). Several
approaches to assessing the accuracy of DSGE models have emerged in the literature. Some of the
earliest methods (e.g., Sargent, 1977, 1978; Hansen and Sargent, 1980) propose using the theory
of classical tests (see also Christiano, 2007, for a more recent example). The idea is to nest the
DSGE model under consideration in a larger family of models (typically a finite lag VAR) and
to examine whether the restrictions imposed by the DSGE structure are acceptable within this
larger family. Since analysis is typically conducted in a parametric framework, namely Gaussian,
testing the DSGE model restrictions is possible using any of the classical likelihood based tests.
There are other aspects of the DSGE model that can be compared to a finite lag VAR. Such limited
information procedures are found, for example, in Smith (1993), Canova (1994), Schorfheide (2000),
Del Negro, Schorfheide, Smets, and Wouters (2007), Le, Meenagh, Minford, and Wickens (2011),
and Dufour, Khalaf, and Kichian (2013).1 It is worth pointing out that all of these methods
maintain correct specification of the large model (finite lag VAR). If the DSGE model is correct,
then the coefficients of the large model satisfy some equality restrictions. As a result, the null
hypothesis of correct specification is naturally nested in the maintained hypothesis. In general,
however, DSGE models only admit VARMA (or linear state space) representations, which makes
the finite lag VAR assumption untenable.
1

A yet different strand of literature proposes other metrics that compare the closeness of the DSGE model
to the data. These include: R2 -like measures (Watson, 1993), visual spectrum based checks (Diebold, Ohanian,
and Berkowitz, 1998), prior-predictive checks (Canova, 1995), posterior-predictive checks (An and Schorfheide,
2007), or Bayes factors (Fernández-Villaverde and Rubio-Ramı́rez, 2004; Rabanal and Rubio-Ramı́rez, 2005; An
and Schorfheide, 2007).
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While the idea of using the LR test to formally test the restrictions imposed by the DSGE model
is not new, the form of our LR test statistic presents difficulties not seen in the earlier literature.
As already pointed out, those difficulties stem from the non-identification of the unrestricted state
space parameters. The previous LR test approaches proposed in Sargent (1978) and Christiano
(2007), for example, embed the DSGE model within a finite lag VAR model. Since the VAR
parameters are identifiable, there are no identification issues in the unrestricted model. A more
recent proposal by Guerron-Quintana, Inoue, and Kilian (2013) is to instead embed the DSGE
model within a finite order state-space model but to also assume the latter is identified. This
choice of unrestricted model is better suited for the analysis of DSGE models, for which finite
order VAR representations exist only in special cases (see, e.g., Ravenna, 2007). Our testing results
depart from these earlier papers in two important ways: First, we work in a framework in which the
unrestricted model (a finite order state-space model) is not identified. Lack of identification will
of course affect the asymptotic distribution of the LR test statistic. The more surprising result is
that nonidentification does not affect the form of the limiting distribution (chi-squared) but only its
number of degrees of freedom. Second, we are going to provide a small sample correction, namely
the Bartlett correction, to the first order asymptotic distribution of the likelihood ratio statistics.
We view this as a very useful result that allows researchers to apply our method to small sample
sizes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the setup needed
for likelihood based analysis. In Section 3, we derive the asymptotic properties of the LR test
for two hypothesis of interest: a simple null, and a null of explicit parameter restrictions. The
same section derives expressions for the Bartlett adjustments. Section 4 presents a Monte Carlo
experiment, in which we apply our results to a simple Real Business Cycle (RBC) model. Final
section concludes. Proofs as well as additional details regarding the RBC model are relegated to
an Appendix.
As a matter of notation, for any m × n real matrix A, A+ denotes the pseudo-inverse (or MoorePenrose inverse) of A.2 If v is a vector, then vi denotes the ith component of v, while if v is a
matrix, then vi,j denotes the ith row and jth column element of v. For notational brevity, we use
summation convention that implies summation over repeated indices not otherwise defined; e.g.
P
ci,j = vi,k vj,k ≡ k vi,k vj,k . Summation over the time index t is always indicated explicitly.
2
It is the unique n × m matrix A+ satisfying: (i) AA+ A = A; (ii) A+ AA+ = A+ ; (iii) (AA+ )0 = AA+ ; and (iv)
(A+ A)0 = A+ A.
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2

Setup

2.1

Model and Assumptions

We are concerned with the linear Gaussian state-space models that take the form:
Xt+1 = AXt + Bt+1
,
Yt+1 = CXt + Dt+1

{t }t∈Z ∼ iid N (0, Σ)

(1)

with Xt ∈ RnX , t ∈ Rn , Yt ∈ RnY , and the dimensions of the matrices A, B, C, D conform with
those of the variables. While the econometrician is assumed to observe all the components of Yt , the
state vector Xt and the vector of disturbances t are allowed to remain unobserved. Though unable
to directly observe Xt or t , we shall assume that the econometrician knows their dimensions. In
particular, the dimension nX of the state Xt , also called the order of the state space system (1), is
known. One can think of t as containing both the structural shocks as well as the measurement
errors in the model. Although latent, we shall assume in this paper that t is known to be randomly
drawn (i.e. independent and identically distributed or iid) from a Gaussian distribution with mean
zero and covariance matrix Σ that is positive definite, Σ > 0. There are two parts to this restriction:
first is the requirement that t be iid. We argue that this condition is not too restrictive as models
with serially correlated disturbances can easily be transformed to fit into our setup. Provided the
measurement error process has a finite dimensional state vector, the latter can be included in Xt in
the standard way thus permitting the system to be represented in the state-space form (1).3 Second
is the requirement that the disturbances be Gaussian. The normality assumption is common in
both classical (see, e.g., Altug, 1989; Ireland, 2004) as well as Bayesian (see, e.g., Schorfheide, 2000;
Del Negro, Schorfheide, Smets, and Wouters, 2007; An and Schorfheide, 2007) likelihood-based
analysis of the state-space models such as (1).4
To ensure that the sequence of observed variables {Yt }t∈Z is stationary, we impose stability of the
transition matrix A in (1). This condition subsumes that all the necessary variable transformations
have been performed so that all the variables of the DSGE model are stationary.
Assumption 1. A is stable, i.e. all eigenvalues of A are inside the unit circle.
3

The hybrid models in Ireland (2004); Khalaf, Lin, and Reza (2014), for example, take the form: X̄t = ĀX̄t−1 +B̄et ,
Yt = C̄ X̄t + ut , ut = D̄ut−1 + ξt . Letting Xt ≡ (X̄t0 , u0t )0 and t ≡ (e0t , ξt0 )0 be the new state and disturbance,
respectively, gives the state-space model in (1) with






Ā 0
B̄ 0
A≡
, B≡
, C ≡ C̄ Ā D̄ , D ≡ C̄ B̄ Id .
0 D̄
0 Id
For an alternative approach leading to smaller system matrices A, B, C, D but with Yt that is not directly observable
see, e.g., Sargent (1989).
4
For likelihood-based estimation in nonlinear and/or non-Gaussian state-space models see, e.g., Rubio-Ramı́rez
and Fernandez-Villaverde (2007).
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Under Assumption 1, {Yt }t∈Z is a stationary Gaussian process with zero mean and autocovariances Γ(j) ≡ E(Yt+j Yt0 ) given by:

Γ(j) =

DΣD0 + CPX C 0 ,
+ BΣD0 ) ,

CAj−1 (APX C 0

j=0
,
j>0

(2)

where PX ≡ E(Xt Xt0 ) is the unique positive semi-definite solution to the Lyapunov equation:
PX = APX A0 + BΣB 0 . Uniqueness obtains under Assumption 1; positive semi-definiteness uses
Σ > 0. Note that the values of Γ(j) when j < 0 can be obtained from Γ(−j) = E(Yt−j Yt0 ) = Γ(j)0 .
It is clear from the expression of Γ(j) above that alternatives quintuples (A, B, C, D, Σ) can give rise
et of
to processes {Yt }t∈Z with identical autocovariances. In fact, there may even exist state vectors X
et+1 = A
eX
et + B
e t+1 , Yt+1 = C
eX
et+1 + D
e t+1 ,
dimension n
eX 6= nX , such that the state space system X
has the same autocovariance structure as the one in (1). To eliminate such possibilities, we shall
hereafter assume that the system in (1) is autocovariance minimal in a sense defined below.
Definition 1. A state space system (1) of order nX is autocovariance minimal if there exists no
other state space system of order n
eX 6 nX that has the same autocovariance structure.
Though similar to the usual notion of minimality of the transfer function (see, e.g., Hannan
and Deistler, 1988), the autocovariance minimality does not require the econometrician to observe
the “inputs” t in (1). Thus the notion is suited for the analysis of systems in which only the
autocovariances of the “outputs” Yt are observed by the econometrician. To state the primitive
conditions for autocovariance minimality the following notions will be useful.
Definition 2. The matrix pair (A, B) is said to be controllable if the nX × nX n controllability

matrix B AB · · · AnX −1 B has rank nX . The pair (A, C) is called observable if (A0 , C 0 ) is
controllable.
Now consider again the autocovariances Γ(j) in (2). Letting L be the Cholesky factor of Γ(0),
i.e. Γ(0) = LL0 , and N ≡ APX C 0 + BΣD0 , the autocovariances can be written as:

Γ(0), j = 0
Γ(j) =
.
j−1
CA N, j > 0
Note that the structure above is similar to that of a transfer function of an “artificial” system
St+1 = ASt + N Ut+1
Vt+1 = CSt + Γ(0)Ut+1 ,

(3)

in which both the inputs Ut and the outputs Vt are observed. Indeed, the Markov parameters in
P
j
Vt = H(L)Ut , H(L) = ∞
j=0 h(j)L , have precisely the form:

Γ(0), j = 0
h(j) =
.
CAj−1 N, j > 0
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In particular, the state space system (1) is autocovariance minimal if and only if the “artificial”
system (3) is transfer function minimal. The latter is easy to characterize using the standard
conditions: (A, N ) controllable and (A, C) observable. This leads to the following necessary and
sufficient condition for autocovariance minimality of the system (1).
Assumption 2. Let N = APX C 0 +BΣD0 and PX = APX A0 +BΣB 0 . Then: (i) (A, N ) controllable;
(ii) (A, C) observable.
Since our testing procedure is based on likelihood, certain nonsingularity restrictions are needed.
In models with iid variables {Yt }t∈Z , standard regularity conditions require that the distribution of
Y1 be absolutely continuous with respect to some reference measure (typically Lebesgue measure
on RnY ) with support that does not vary across the parameter space (see, e.g., Rothenberg, 1971).
When Y1 is Gaussian, this simply means that the covariance matrix of Y1 needs to be nonsingular.
Nonsingularity ensures that different components of Y1 are not collinear. This simple condition
can be generalized to dynamic models such as ours, provided, however, we now eliminate possible
collinearity among the components of the entire process {Yt }t∈Z . The condition will thus need to
be stated in terms of the entire autocovariance generating function of {Yt }t∈Z or its spectral density.
Since the covariance function of {Yt }t∈Z is exponentially decaying, we can define its z-spectrum
Ω(z) ≡

+∞
X

Γ(j)z −j ,

j=−∞

which is well defined in an annulus in the complex plan that contains the unit circle, z = eiω
√
P
−ijω ,
(i = −1, ω ∈ [π, π]). In particular, the spectral density of {Yt }t∈Z , Ω(eiω ) = +∞
j=−∞ Γ(j)e
is well-defined for all ω ∈ [−π, π]. It has the property that Ω0 (e−iω ) = Ω(eiω ) (Hermitian), and
Ω(eiω ) ≥ 0 for all ω ∈ [−π, π]. The following result formally establishes the link between positive
definiteness of the spectral density everywhere on the unit circle, and nonsigularity of the process
{Yt }t∈Z .
Lemma 1. Ω(eiω ) > 0 for all ω ∈ [−π, π] if and only if for every T ≥ 1, the covariance matrix of
(Y10 , . . . , YT0 ) is full rank.
Since {Yt }t∈Z is Gaussian, positive definiteness of the spectral density everywhere on the unit
circle is a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the joint density of (Y10 , . . . , YT0 )
for every T ≥ 1, and thus of the likelihood function. This raises the question of finding primitive
conditions on the system matrices A, B, C, D in (1) that would ensure Ω(eiω ) > 0, for every ω ∈
[−π, π]. For this, we impose the following:
7

Assumption 3. The system matrices A, B, C, D are such that:
 iω

e Id − A B
rank
= nX + nY , for every ω ∈ [−π, π].
−C
D
Notice that the above matrix is of dimensions (nX + nY ) × (nX + n ). Thus, a necessary
condition for Assumption 3 is that nY 6 n . This is as we would expect, since it is well-known that
the DSGE models with fewer disturbances t than observables Yt are stochastically singular. The
rank requirement in Assumption 3 is particularly easy to check in DSGE models with measurement
errors that can be written as:
e t−1 + Bu
e t,
Xt = AX
e t + vt ,
Yt = CX
where ut is the vector of structural shocks, and vt the vector of measurement errors. Note that the
above model is a special case of (1), obtained by collecting the disturbances into t ≡ (u0t , vt0 )0 and
letting
e
A ≡ A,



e 0 ,
B≡ B

e A,
e
C≡C



eB
e Id .
D≡ C

e is stable, as
The rank condition in Assumption 3 is then automatically satisfied whenever A = A
required by Assumption 1.
As already pointed out, the role of Assumption 3 is to ensure that the spectral density of {Yt }t∈Z
is everywhere positive definite. This equivalence is formally established in the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Ω(eiω ) > 0 for every ω ∈ [−π, π] if and only if Assumption 3 holds.

2.2

Innovations Representation

Our analysis to follow requires the computation of the likelihood of the state space model in (1).
This construction typically uses the prediction error decomposition, which for any T ≥ 1 consists
in writing the joint distribution of (Y1 , . . . , YT ) as a product of the conditional distributions of
Yt+1 given the past Y t = (Yt , . . . , Y1 ). Since (Y1 , . . . , YT ) is multivariate Gaussian, all of the
conditional distributions of Yt+1 given its past Y t are Gaussian. The mean and variance of this
distribution are typically computed through the Kalman filtering equations, which start with the
b0 and P0|0 , then for t ≥ 1 recursively compute X
bt|t = E[Xt |Y t , X
b0 ], and Pt|t =
initial conditions X
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bt|t )(Xt − X
bt|t )0 |Y t , X
b0 ] through
E[(Xt − X
Σa,t = CPt|t C 0 + DΣD0


Kt = APt|t C 0 + BΣD0 Σ−1
a,t

(4)
(5)

bt+1|t+1 = AX
bt|t + Kt [Yt+1 − C X
bt|t ]
X

(6)

Pt+1|t+1 = APt|t A0 + BΣB 0 − Kt Σa,t Kt0 .

(7)

bt|t is conditionally normal with mean zero
The prediction error at+1 ≡ Yt+1 − Ybt+1|t = Yt+1 − C X
and variance Σa,t given in (4).
b0 = 0 and P0|0 = P where P is a solution to the discrete time Riccati equation
Now, take X


−1 

P = AP A0 + BΣB 0 − AP C 0 + BΣD0 CP C 0 + DΣD0
CP A0 + DΣB 0 .

(8)

It then follows that Pt|t = P for all t ≥ 1 and the recursions in (4)-(7) yield the so-called innovations
representation of the state-space system in (1):
bt+1|t+1 = AX
bt|t + Kat+1
X
bt|t + at+1
Yt+1 = C X

(9)

where P is a solution to the Riccati equation in (8), and
Σa = CP C 0 + DΣD0



and K = AP C 0 + BΣD0 Σ−1
a .

bt|t are now iid Gaussian with mean zero and variance Σa .
The prediction errors at+1 = Yt+1 − C X
In order to further construct the likelihood it is first necessary to establish that Σa > 0. For this,
we have the following result.
Lemma 3. Let Assumptions 1 and 2(ii) hold. Then there exists a unique positive semi-definite
solution P to the Riccati equation (8) for which A − KC is stable and Σa > 0, if and only if
Assumption 3 holds.
Put in words, when the process {Yt }t∈Z has a strictly positive spectral density, then all the
conditional densities of Yt+1 given the past Y t exist. This result is intuitive, though essential:
without the existence of densities, a likelihood based approach would not be feasible.

2.3

Likelihood

The starting point in the construction of the likelihood of the state space model (1) is the prediction
error decomposition (see, e.g., Harvey, 1989), which for any T ≥ 1 writes the joint density of
9

Q −1
p(Yt+1 | Y t ). Each of the conditional densities p(Yt+1 | Y t ) is
(Y1 , . . . , YT ) as p(Y1 , . . . , Yt ) = Tt=0
bt|t and variance Σa obtained from (9). The likelihood is therefore a function
Gaussian with mean C X
of the prediction errors at+1 and their variance Σa . This has an important implication in terms of
the parameters that enter the likelihood. Since at+1 depends on the parameters A, B, C, D and Σ of
the state space system only through the matrices A, K, C and Σa of the innovations representation
in (9), the parameters appearing in the likelihood of the state space system (1) are the elements of
0
π ≡ (vecA)0 , (vecK)0 , (vecC)0 , (vechΣa )0 .

(10)

For any T ≥ 1, let LT (π) denote the Gaussian likelihood of the model, LT (π) ≡ p(Y1 , . . . , YT ; π).
Then, the log-likelihood ln LT (π) of the state-space system in (1) is given by:
ln LT (π) = −

T 
X
nY
t=1


1
1 0 −1
ln(2π) + ln det Σa + at Σa at ,
2
2
2

(11)

where at and Σa are determined through (9).
As already pointed out, the existence of the likelihood LT (π) requires several restrictions on
the innovations representation parameter π. This raises the question of what is the appropriate
parameter space Π? To answer this question, we need to reconsider all our assumptions initially
made on the A, B, C, D and Σ matrices of the state space system (1), and state them in terms of
the matrices A, K, C and Σa of the innovations representation (9).
First, note that our stability Assumption 1 and our observability Assumption 2(ii) are directly
stated in terms of the likelihood parameter π. Second, using the results of Lemma 3, our full rank
Assumption 3, is equivalent to the restrictions that A − KC be stable, and Σa > 0. Lastly, this
leaves the question regarding the observability Assumption 2(i). For this, the following lemma is
useful.
Lemma 4. Let Assumptions 1 and 2(ii) hold, and moreover assume that A − KC is stable and
Σa > 0. Assumption 2(i) holds if and only if (A, K) is controllable.
Using all of the above, we can now define the parameter space Π of the likelihood parameter
π = ((vecA)0 , (vecK)0 , (vecC)0 , (vechΣa )0 )0 to be the following set:
(
Π≡

)

π : A stable, (A, K) controllable, (A, C) observable, A − KC stable, Σa > 0 .

The parameter space Π is an open subset of Rdπ with dimension dπ ≡ n2X + 2nX nY +

(12)

nY (nY +1)
,
2

which is an important regularity condition needed for likelihood based inference on π. This is the
problem to which we turn next.
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3

Likelihood Ratio Test

3.1

Simple Null Hypothesis

We start our analysis of likelihood based inference with a case in which the hypothesis of interest
takes the form
H1 :

π = π0 ,

π0 ∈ Π.

Put in words, we are interested in testing a simple null hypothesis that the system matrices
A, K, C, Σa in the innovations representation (9) take particular values A0 , K0 , C0 , Σa0 , at which
π0 ≡ ((vecA0 )0 , (vecK0 )0 , (vecC0 )0 , (vechΣa0 )0 )0 satisfies all the restrictions of the parameter set Π
defined in (12). We can assess the veracity of H1 by examining the behavior of the log-likelihood
ratio statistics:



LR1T


≡ 2 sup ln LT (π) − ln LT (π0 ) .

(13)

π∈Π

In regular cases, LR1T has an asymptotic chi-squared distribution with dπ degrees of freedom, where
dπ is the dimension of π. Unfortunately, the model in (9) does not satisfy the needed regularity
conditions: it is neither globally nor locally identified (see, e.g., Komunjer and Ng, 2011). The
following result derives the asymptotic distribution of the LR test in our non-identified model (9).
Theorem 1. Let Assumptions 1 to 3 hold. Define
d ≡ 2nX nY +

nY (nY + 1)
.
2

Then under H1 ,
d

LR1T −→χ2d .
Since the unrestricted model parameters π are neither globally nor locally identified, the result
of Theorem 1 is non-trivial. Put in words, Theorem 1 states that the number of degrees of freedom
in the asymptotic chi-squared distribution of the likelihood ratio statistic depends on the dimension
d of the “free components” in π. Since π is not identified, certain functional relations exist between
its elements. This implies in particular that the number of “free components” is smaller than the
dimension dπ of π. That the latter equals d follows from a classical manifold result in control theory
of linear state space systems (see, e.g., Hazewinkel, 1979; Hannan and Deistler, 1988).
The result of Theorem 1 provides an asymptotic approximation to the distribution of LR1T . It
can be restated by saying that

Pr (LR1T 6 r) = Pr χ2d 6 r + O(T −1 ),
11

that is, the distribution of LR1T is generally order T −1 away from that of χ2d . A simple multiplicative
correction to the likelihood ratio statistic can further improve the quality of this approximation.
Specifically, for an appropriate choice of a constant b1T , letting
∗
LR1T



b1T −1
≡ 1+
LR1T ,
T

(14)

results in a corrected likelihood ratio statistic whose distribution is order T −2 away from that of
χ2d ,

∗
Pr (LR1T
6 r) = Pr χ2d 6 r + O(T −2 ).
The idea for such a correction originated in Bartlett (1937), and the computation and efficacy of
the adjustment have been discussed by Lawley (1956), McCullagh and Cox (1986), and BarndorffNielsen and Hall (1988), among others.
In general, the expression of b1T depends on the higher order cumulants of the score function
∂ ln LT (π)/∂π evaluated at π = π0 . In our setup, the scores can be computed as follows:

 


T 
1X
∂ ln det Σa 0 ∂vecΣa
∂tr(a0t Σ−1
∂ ln LT (π)
a at )
=−
vec
+
∂π
2
∂π
∂π
∂π
t=1




T 
 −1

1X
0 −1 0 ∂vecΣa
0 −1 ∂at
=−
vec Σa IdnY − at at Σa
+ 2at Σa
2
∂π
∂π

(15)

t=1

The computation requires (i) ∂vecΣa /∂π, and (ii) ∂at /∂π. Both are available from the lemma
below.
Lemma 5. Let all the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold. Then,

∂vecΣa 
= 0n2Y ×nX (nX +2nY ) GnY ,
∂π
where GnY is an n2Y × nY (nY + 1)/2 “duplication” matrix consisting of 0s and 1s, with a single 1
in each row, such that for any nY × nY symmetric matrix S, vec(S) = GnY vech(S). Moreover, for
any t ≥ 1, the partial derivatives ∂at /∂∂π can be computed recursively from:

bt−1|t−1
∂X
∂at 
b0
⊗
Id
)
0
= 0nY ×n2X 0nY ×nX nY −(X
nY
nY ×nY (nY +1)/2 − C
t−1|t−1
∂π
∂π


b
bt−1|t−1
∂ Xt|t
∂X
0 ⊗ Id
0
b0
b
⊗
Id
)
(a
)
−(
X
⊗
K)
0
= (X
+
(A
−
KC)
n
n
nX ×nY (nY +1)/2
t
X
X
t−1|t−1
t−1|t−1
∂π
∂π
b
X0|0 = 0.
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To derive the Bartlett adjustment b1T , let I(π) denote the Fisher information matrix:

 2
∂ ln LT (π)
−1
I(π) ≡ T E −
∂π∂π 0







T  
X
 ∂vecΣa
∂at 0 −1 ∂at
1 ∂vecΣa 0 −1
−1
−1
Σa ⊗ Σa
+E
Σa
.
=T
2
∂π
∂π
∂π
∂π

(16)

t=1

The above expression has been derived in Klein and Neudecker (2000) and Klein, Mélard, and Zahaf
(2000), for example. To simplify notation, let v̄i,j denote the (i, j) entry of the Fisher information
matrix I(π). v̄ i,j denotes the (i, j) entry of its pseudo-inverse I(π)+ . In addition, let πi denote the
ith component of the parameter vector π, and define the following quantities:


∂ ln LT (π) ∂ ln LT (π) ∂ ln LT (π)
−1
v̄r,s,t ≡ T E
∂πr
∂πs
∂πt


∂ ln LT (π) ∂ ln LT (π) ∂ ln LT (π) ∂ ln LT (π)
−1
v̄r,s,t,u ≡ T E
∂πr
∂πs
∂πt
∂πu
 2

∂ ln LT (π) ∂ ln LT (π)
κ̄rs,i ≡ T −1 E
∂πr ∂πs
∂πi
v̄ r,s,t ≡ v̄i,j,k v̄ i,r v̄ j,s v̄ k,t
v̄ r,s,t,u ≡ v̄i,j,k,l v̄ i,r v̄ j,s v̄ k,t v̄ l,u
∂ ln LT (π)
V̄r ≡
∂πr
2
∂ ln LT (π)
V̄rs ≡
− v̄ i,j κ̄rs,j V̄i
∂πr ∂πs
V̄ rs ≡ V̄ij v̄ i,r v̄ j,s



V̄klij ≡ V̄ ij − E(V̄ ij ) V̄kl − E(V̄kl )
We are now ready to state the expression for the Bartlett adjustment b1T in (14).
Corollary 1. Let all the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold with d = 2nX nY +

nY (nY +1)
2

defined as

before. Moreover, define the constants:
ρ̄213 = d−1 v̄ i,j,k v̄ l,m,n v̄i,j v̄k,l v̄m,n
ρ̄223 = d−1 v̄ i,j,k v̄ l,m,n v̄i,l v̄j,m v̄k,n
ρ̄4 = d−1 v̄ i,j,k,l v̄i,j v̄k,l
and let



 1 2  ij  1

1
1
1
2
2
i,j
i,j
i,j
b1T (π) ≡
3ρ̄13 + 2ρ̄23 − 3ρ̄4 +
E V̄ij − var V̄ij v̄
− 2cov
V̄i V̄j v̄ , √ V̄ij v̄
.
12
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Then, the Bartlett adjustment b1T in (14) can be computed as:
b1T = b1T (π0 ).
The expression for b1T (π) defined above depends on the population moments which are difficult
to evaluate analytically. In practice, we can use the sample analogues to obtain a consistent estimate
of b1T (π0 ).
Similar to Theorem 1, the result of Corollary 1 is non-trivial. This again is due to the lack of
local identification of the parameter π. Compared to the usual result (e.g., McCullagh and Cox,
1986), two modifications to b1T need to be made: first, it is the number d of the “free” components
in the parameter π that enters the formula for the adjustment, and not the dimension dπ of π; and
second, since the information matrix I(π0 ) is nonsingular, the Bartlett adjustment now depends on
its pseudo-inverse rather than its inverse.

3.2

Explicit Parameter Restrictions

When a DSGE model is correctly specified, its first-order solution takes the form in (1) with
matrices A, B, C, D and Σ that are known functions of the DSGE deep model parameter θ. We
are now interested in testing the validity of these restrictions. The idea of using the LR to test the
restrictions imposed by the theory can be traced back to Sargent (1977, 1978); see also Christiano
(2007) for a more recent example. The key idea is simple: embed the DSGE model in a larger model
and use the LR test to test if the parameters of that larger model satisfy the restrictions predicted
by the DSGE theory. Specifically, with θ denoting the deep parameter of the DSGE model, let
π(θ) ≡ (vecA(θ))0 , (vecK(θ))0 , (vecC(θ))0 , (vechΣa (θ))0

0

be the parameters of the innovations representation corresponding to the log-linearized DSGE model
solution. Note that θ affects the likelihood only through its effect on the state-space parameter π.
The likelihood ratio test statistic now takes the form:


LR2T ≡ 2 sup ln LT (π) − sup ln LT (π(θ)) ,
π∈Π

(17)

θ∈Θ

where Θ is the parameter space for the deep parameter θ, and the parameter space Π for π is as
defined in (12).
Formally, the null hypothesis of correct DSGE model specification takes the form of explicit
parameter restrictions,
H2 :

π ∈ Π0 ,

Π0 ≡ {π ∈ Π : π = π(θ), θ ∈ Θ}.
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As before, the unrestricted parameter space Π consists of all matrices (A, K, C, Σa ) such that A
and A − KC are stable, (A, K) is controllable, and (A, C) is observable; it is a subset of Rdπ . The
deep parameter space Θ is a subset of Rdθ . We shall work under the additional assumptions that
the mapping from θ to π is smooth, and that the restricted model is identified. In what follows, let
θ0 denote the true value of θ under the null hypothesis H2 .
Assumption 4. (i) the mapping π : θ 7→ π(θ) is twice continuously differentiable on Θ; (ii) θ0 is
h 2
i
LT (π(θ))
identified with I¯ (θ0 ) full rank, where I¯ (θ) ≡ T −1 E − ∂ ln∂θ∂θ
.
0
When the analytic forms of the system matrices (A(θ), K(θ), C(θ), Σa (θ)) are available, then
the smoothness Assumption 4(i) can be checked analytically. It is worth pointing out that this
condition puts additional restrictions on Θ, typically restricting the deep parameter space to be
an open set (so that θ is never on the boundary of that set). Assumption 4(ii) requires that the
restricted model Π0 be identified. This requirement in particular guarantees that the regularity
conditions for the maximum likelihood estimation of the restricted model parameter θ are met.
Theorem 2. Let Assumptions 1 to 4 hold. As before, dθ = dim(θ) and d = 2nX nY +

nY (nY +1)
.
2

Then under H2 ,
d

LR2T −→χ2d−dθ .
Since the unrestricted model parameters π are neither globally nor locally identified, the result
of Theorem 2 is non-trivial. Put in words, Theorem 2 states that the number of degrees of freedom
in the asymptotic χ2 distribution of the likelihood ratio statistic depends on the difference between
the number d of the “free components” in π, and the dimension of the “free components” in θ. Since
θ is assumed to be identified, the number of its “free components” simply equals its dimension.
Similar to previously, the accuracy of the asymptotic chi-squared approximation in Theorem 2
can be improved by adjusting the statistic LR2T . For an appropriately defined constant b2T , letting


b2T −1
∗
LR2T ≡ 1 +
LR2T ,
(18)
T
results in a corrected likelihood ratio statistic whose distribution is order T −2 away from that of
χ2d−dθ ,

∗
Pr (LR2T
6 r) = Pr χ2d−dθ 6 r + O(T −2 ).
Corollary 2. Let all the assumptions of Theorem 2 hold with d = 2nX nY +

nY (nY +1)
2

defined as

before. Moreover, define bθ,1T (θ) exactly as b1T (π) in Corollary (1) with (LT (π), π, d) replaced by
(LT (π(θ)), θ, dθ ). Let π0 = π(θ0 ). Then, the Bartlett adjustment b2T in (18) can be computed as:
b2T = b1T (π0 ) − bθ,1T (θ0 ).
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As before, the computation of the Bartlett adjustment requires replacing various population
moments by their sample counterparts. In addition, θ0 and π0 = π(θ0 ) now need to be replaced
by their consistent estimates θbT = argmaxθ∈Θ LT (π(θ)) and π(θbT ). That the latter are consistent
follows by the standard arguments given that the restricted model Π0 is assumed to be identified.

4

Monte Carlo Experiment

4.1

Simple RBC Model

We consider a widely used example from the RBC theory: Hansen’s (1985) indivisible-labor model.
Versions of this model have been estimated by numerous authors using a variety of techniques. See,
for example, Christiano and Eichenbaum (1992), Burnside, Eichenbaum, and Rebelo (1993), Ireland
(2004), and Ruge-Murcia (2007), among others. In the model, there is a continuum of identical
infinitely lived households who conditional on the information available at time t = 0 maximize the
P
t
expected value of ∞
t=0 β u(Ct , Lt ), where 0 < β < 1 is the discount factor, Ct denotes the time t
consumption, Lt is the time t leisure, and the within period preferences are given by:
u(Ct , Lt ) = ln Ct + ϑLt ,

ϑ > 0.

Output at time t, denoted by Qt , is produced by a single firm via a Cobb-Douglas production
function
Qt = At Kt1−α (γ t Ht )α ,
where 0 < α < 1, Kt is the capital stock at the beginning of period t, Ht = 1 − Lt are the
hours worked (the representative agent’s time endowment being normalized to one), γ ≥ 1 is the
constant unconditional growth rate of technology, and At is an aggregate shock to technology which
is assumed to follow a first-order autoregressive process
ln At = (1 − ρ) ln a + ρ ln At−1 + εt ,
with |ρ| < 1, a > 0, and iid innovations εt ∼ N (0, σ 2 ). Output, which is produced by the firm
and sold to the households, can either be consumed (Ct ) or invested (It ), which yields the resource
constraint Qt = Ct + It . The law of motion for the capital stock is given by
Kt+1 = (1 − δ)Kt + It ,
where 0 < δ < 1 governs the depreciation rate on capital.
By making appropriate substitutions, one can solve the above model as a dynamic optimization
problem with decision variables Ct , Ht , and It , and state variables Kt and At . That is, given the
16

beginning of period capital stock and the current technology shock, households choose consumption,
labor and investment. In the nonstochastic steady state of this economy, Qt , Kt , and Ct all grow
at rate γ, while Ht is constant. Writing the equilibrium conditions for the detrended variables
qt = Qt /γ t , kt = Kt /γ t , ct = Ct /γ t , ht = Ht and at = At , then log-linearizing around the steady
state (qt , kt , ct , ht , at ) = (q, k, c, h, a), and solving the resulting system using the Blanchard-Kahn
procedure leads to the following representation:


k̄t+1
āt+1



 
k̄
= Π t + W εt+1 ,
āt

 
 
q̄t
 c̄t  = U k̄t
āt
h̄t

in log-deviation variables q̄t = ln(qt /q), k̄t = ln(kt /k), c̄t = ln(ct /c), h̄t = ln(ht /h), and āt =
ln(at /a). The analytic expression of the matrices Π, W and U , expressed as functions of the
model parameters, can be found, for example, in Ireland (2004). Now say that the econometrician
observes realizations of log-deviated output, consumption and hours subject to an additive iid
measurement error vt ∼ N (0, Σ). Then, letting θ denote the vector of deep parameters, θ ≡
(β, ϑ, α, γ, δ, a, ρ, σ, Σ), the empirical model can be written as:
Xt+1 = Π Xt + W
A(θ)


0 t+1 ,

Yt+1 = U Π Xt + U W
C(θ)

B(θ)


Id t+1 ,

(19)

D(θ)


0
obs 0 are the observables, and  ≡ (ε , v 0 )0 ∼
where Xt ≡ k̄t , āt is the state vector, Yt ≡ q̄tobs , c̄obs
t
t t
t , h̄t
N (0, diag(σ 2 , Σ)) is the disturbance in the model.

4.2

Size Experiment

We use the above model to examine the small sample properties of our test. To simulate data,
we choose true parameter values in line with those originally suggested by Hansen (1985). We
set β to β0 = 0.95; the parameter ϑ in the utility function is set to ϑ0 = 2; the parameter α is
set to α0 = 0.64 which corresponds to capital’s share in production 1 − α of 0.36; the technology
growth rate parameter γ is set to γ0 = 1.0041 in line with the values found in Eichenbaum (1991);
the rate of depreciation of capital is set to δ0 = 0.025; finally, the technology shock parameters
a, ρ, and σ are set to a0 = 2.7818, ρ0 = 0.95 and σ0 = 0.04 in line with the values found in
Burnside, Eichenbaum, and Rebelo (1993). These values result in the steady state hours worked
of h = 0.367 (which matches the observation that individuals spend 1/3 of their time engaged
in market activities). The covariance matrix Σ is set to be diagonal, with standard deviation
v = 0.02 of the measurement errors in output, consumption and hours. The true values of the data
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generating process are summarized below:
β0 = 0.95,

ϑ0 = 2,

a0 = 2.7818,

1 − α0 = 0.36,

ρ0 = 0.95,

γ0 = 1.0041,

σ0 = 0.04,

δ0 = 0.025

Σ0 = vId with v = 0.02

In all the simulations, we only use observed values of output q̄tobs and consumption c̄obs
in order
t
to estimate the parameters of the model. The main reason why we only use two observables is to
keep the number of parameters in the unrestricted model not too large. For the restricted model,
the estimated deep parameter is: θ = (β, ρ, σ, v11 , v12 , v13 ). All other parameters are kept fixed. We
generate time series of length T = 250, and draw N = 4000 Monte Carlo samples. We construct
the LR test statistics for the following three null hypotheses:
H0 : θ = θ0

vs.

θ unrestricted

H1 : π = π0

vs.

π unrestricted

H2 : π = π(θ)

vs.

π unrestricted

The value π0 in H1 is set to π0 = π(θ0 ). We consider the original LR statistic as well as the Bartlett
adjusted one to correct for the relatively small sample size (T = 250). Table 1 summarizes our
results.
Table 1: Empirical Size
Null hypothesis
H0
H1
H2

Unadjusted
0.1168
0.1263
0.1240

Adjusted
0.1098
0.1115
0.1035

Empirical sizes of our LR tests with (“Adjusted”) and without
(“Unadjusted”) Bartlett adjustments. Nominal size: 10%.

We also compare the results of our LR specification test (H2 ) with those of the LR tests based
on finite order VARs. That is, we also consider testing H2 by assuming that the unrestricted model
is a finite order VAR instead of the state space model (i.e. a VARMA). Table 2 summarizes the
findings obtained for various values of the maximum VAR lag. We only report the empirical sizes
of LR tests obtained without Bartlett adjustment. Since the unrestricted model is misspecified (a
finite lag VAR instead of a VARMA), we would expect serious size distortions. Table 2 confirms
this. The findings suggest that one would need to work with a VAR(11) or a VAR(12) to obtain
acceptable rejection probabilities. This comes at important computational costs which are due to
the number of parameters in the unrestricted model: 47 for a VAR(11) and 51 for a VAR(12).
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Table 2: Empirical Sizes of VAR based tests
VAR lag
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Size
0.0000
0.0000
0.0003
0.0003
0.0070
0.0160
0.0330
0.0532
0.0685
0.0835
0.0975
0.1105
0.1243
0.1365
0.1472

# Parameters
7
11
15
19
23
27
31
35
39
43
47
51
55
59
63

Empirical sizes of the LR tests for H2 that assume a finite lag VAR.
“VAR lag” refers to the maximum lag, “# Parameters” is the number
of parameters in the unrestricted model. Nominal size: 10%.

4.3

Power Experiment

To evaluate the empirical power properties of our LR specification test (i.e. our LR test of the
null hypothesis H2 ), we generate the data under alternative RBC model specifications. These
specifications suppose that within period preferences of any household are:
u(Ct , Lt ) = ln Ct + ϑ

L1−ϕ
−1
t
,
1−ϕ

ϑ > 0,

ϕ ≥ 0.

These preferences are a special case of the separable preferences considered in King, Plosser, and
Rebelo (1988). They nest Hansen’s (1985) indivisible labor specification u(Ct , Lt ) = ln Ct + ϑLt
obtained when ϕ = 0. The case ϕ = 1 corresponds by l’Hôpital rule to u(Ct , Lt ) = ln Ct + ϑ ln Lt ,
which is the divisible labor model specification of Hansen (1985). All the other components of the
model are as before. For general values of ϕ ≥ 0, the model can no longer be solved analytically.
We instead use the Blanchard-Kahn procedure whose details are reported in Appendix A. Steady
state hours h now enter the dynamics through a parameter:
φ=ϕ

h
.
1−h
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Figure 1: Rejection probability of LR tests. Nominal size: 10%.
Rejection probability of tests with nominal size 0.1
1
LRBC
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φ

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

Thus, the deviations from the null hypothesis can be measured by the deviations of φ from 0.
Figure 1 plots the rejection probability of our Bartlett adjusted LR specification test (i.e. our LR
test of the null hypothesis H2 ). We also compare our test to the tests based on finite lag VARs.
As expected, our LR test has good power that increases to 1 as φ gets large. For comparison,
we report the power of LR tests based on finite lag VAR unrestricted models: a VAR(10) based
test that has good size (0.0825 empirical size for a test with 10% nominal size), has bad power
properties with power increasing to around 50% as φ gets large. Thus, the misspecification of the
unrestricted model (a finite lag VAR instead of a VARMA) affects not only the size but also the
power of the LR test.

5

Conclusion

This papers considers the problem of likelihood based inference in linear Gaussian state space models. We derive the asymptotic distribution of the LR test statistic for two types of null hypotheses:
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a simple null and a null of explicit parameter restrictions. To address the issue of small sample
sizes typically encountered in macroeconomic applications, we also derive the Bartlett adjustment
factors to the LR test statistics. The key features of our results are: (i) we take into account the
non-identification of the unrestricted model; (ii) the asymptotic distributions are chi-squared with
the number of degrees of freedom which are known and need not be estimated; (iii) the Bartlett
adjustments can be computed as usual, provided pseudo-inverses and correct dimensions of “free”
components in the parameter vectors are used. A Monte Carlo examination of the small sample
properties of our test in the context of DSGE models suggests that the Bartlett adjustments are
useful at sample sizes typically encountered in macroeconomics.
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A

RBC Extension

Suppose that within period preferences of any household are:
u(Ct , Lt ) = ln Ct + ϑ

Lt1−ϕ − 1
,
1−ϕ

where ϕ ≥ 0. These preferences are a special case of the separable preferences considered in King,
Plosser, and Rebelo (1988). They nest Hansen’s (1985) indivisible labor specification u(Ct , Lt ) =
ln Ct + ϑLt obtained up to a constant when ϕ = 0. The case ϕ = 1 corresponds by l’Hôpital rule
to u(Ct , Lt ) = ln Ct + ϑ ln Lt , which is the divisible labor model specification of Hansen (1985). All
the other components of the model are as before.

A.1

Equilibrium Conditions

The new equilibrium conditions describing this economy are:



Qt+1
1
1
= βEt
(1 − α)
+ (1 − δ)
Ct
Ct+1
Kt+1
Qt
ϑCt (1 − Ht )−ϕ = α
Ht
Kt+1 = Qt + (1 − δ)Kt − Ct
Qt = At Kt1−α (γ t Ht )α
In the nonstochastic steady state of this economy, Qt , Kt , and Ct all grow at rate γ, while Ht is
constant. Using lowercase letters to denote detrended variables (e.g., qt = Qt /γ t ), the equilibrium
variables qt = Qt /γ t , kt = Kt /γ t , ct = Ct /γ t , ht = Ht and at = At solve the system of equations



qt+1
γ
1
= βEt
+ (1 − δ)
(1 − α)
ct
ct+1
kt+1
qt
ϑct (1 − ht )−ϕ = α
ht
γkt+1 = qt + (1 − δ)kt − ct
(20)
qt = at kt1−α hαt
ln at = (1 − ρ) ln a + ρ ln at−1 + t
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A.2

Steady State

Let (q, k, c, h, a) denote the the steady-state values of (qt , kt , ct , ht , at ). We have
(1−α)/α

1−α
1/α
h
q=A
γ/β − 1 + δ


1−α
k=q
γ/β − 1 + δ


(1 − α)(γ − 1 + δ)
c=q 1−
γ/β − 1 + δ


ϕ
(1 − h)
(1 − α)(γ − 1 + δ)
ϑ
1−
=
h
α
γ/β − 1 + δ
a=A

(21)

Note that unlike in the indivisible labor model, the stead-state value h can no longer be solved
for analytically. There is however always a unique solution h ∈ (0, 1) to the above equation since
the function (1 − h)ϕ /h is strictly decreasing on (0, 1) and onto (0, +∞). Once h is solved for, the
values for (q, k, c) follow immediately from the first three equations in (21).

A.3

Log-linearized Equations

Let q̄t = ln(qt /q), k̄t = ln(kt /k), c̄t = ln(ct /c), h̄t = ln(ht /h), and āt = ln(at /a). Log-linearizing
the equilibrium equations (20) around the steady state (qt , kt , ct , ht , at ) = (q, k, c, h, a) leads to the
following equations:
(γ/β)Et [c̄t+1 ] − (γ/β)c̄t


h
h̄t
c̄t + 1 + ϕ
1−h


1−α
γ
k̄t+1
γ/β − 1 + δ
q̄t

= (γ/β − 1 + δ) Et [q̄t+1 ] − (γ/β − 1 + δ)k̄t+1
= q̄t





1−α
(1 − α)(γ − 1 + δ)
= q̄t + (1 − δ)
k̄t − 1 −
c̄t
γ/β − 1 + δ
γ/β − 1 + δ
= āt + (1 − α)k̄t + αh̄t

(22)

āt = ρāt−1 + t
Note that whenever ϕ 6= 0 the second equation depends on the steady state hours h. Thus, unlike
in the case of indivisible labor, the dynamics of the model now depend on the utility parameter ϑ.
To put the log-linearized equations (22) in matrix form, let
κ ≡ γ/β − 1 + δ > 0,

λ ≡ γ − 1 + δ > 0,

and ψ ≡ ϕh/(1 − h) ≥ 0,

and define
st ≡ (k̄t , c̄t )0

and ft ≡ (q̄t , h̄t )0 .
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Then the second and fourth equations in (22) can be written as:




 
1 −(1 + ψ)
0
1
0
ft =
st +
ā ,
1
−α
1−α 0
1 t
A

B

C

with det A = 1 − α + ψ > 0 for any 0 < α < 1, ϕ ≥ 0, and 0 < h < 1. Moreover, the first and third
equations in (22) can be written as:








κ
γ/β
0 0
−κ 0
0
γ/β
Et [st+1 ]+
Et [ft+1 ] =
s+
f,
γ(1 − α)/κ
0
0 0
(1 − δ)(1 − α)/κ −(1 − (1 − α)λ/κ) t
1 0 t
D

F

G

H

so combining everything we get:
(D + F A−1 B)Et [st+1 ] = (G + HA−1 B)st + (HA−1 C − ρF A−1 C)āt ,

(23)

where we have used the fact that Et [āt+1 ] = ρāt , as implied by the last equality in (22).

A.4

The Blanchard-Kahn Procedure

Looking back at (23), the matrix
D + F A−1 B =

αψ
κ 1−α+ψ

γ
β

α
+ κ 1−α+ψ

γ(1−α)
κ

0

!
,

is invertible, because
det(D + F A−1 B) = −


γ(1 − α) 
γ(1 + ψ) − β(1 − δ)α < 0.
βκ(1 − α + ψ)
≥1

<1

Then let
K ≡ (D + F A−1 B)−1 (G + HA−1 B)
L ≡ (G + HA−1 B)−1 (HA−1 C − ρF A−1 C).
Next, we show that the matrix K has one eigenvalue outside the unit circle and one eigenvalue
inside the unit circle, implying that the system has a unique solution. The solution can then be
obtained following, for example, the steps in Ireland (2004). For this, it suffices to show that
det(K − Id) < 0. Now,
K − Id = (D + F A−1 B)−1 [G − D + (H − F )A−1 B],
so
det(K − Id) =

det(G − D + (H − F )A−1 B)
.
det(D + F A−1 B)
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Since we have already shown that the denominator is strictly negative, it suffices to show that the
numerator is strictly positive. Now,
G − D + (H − F )A

−1

−κ αφ
 1−α+φ
(1 − α) (1−γ−δ)
+
κ

B=

1
1−α+φ



α
−κ 1−α+φ

− 1 − (1−α)λ
−
κ



!
α
1−α+φ

,

and
det(G − D + (H − F )A−1 B) = α [γ (1/β − 1) + αλ] (1 + φ) > 0.
Thus, det(K − Id) < 0 which implies that K has one eigenvalue outside the unit circle and one
eigenvalue inside the unit circle.

B

Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1. We first show that Ω(eiω ) > 0 for all ω ∈ [−π, π] implies that for every T ≥ 1,
the covariance matrix of (Y10 , . . . , YT0 ) is full rank. The latter is true if and only if for any (nY T )vector α = (α00 , . . . , αT0 −1 ), αt = (α1t , . . . , αnY t )0 ,
nY
T
−1 X
X

αkt Yk,T −t = 0 a.s.

implies

α = 0.

t=0 k=1

P −1 PnY
Now, take any T ≥ 1 and assume there exists a (nY T )-vector α such that Tt=0
k=1 αkt Yk,T −t = 0
PT −1 0
a.s., i.e. such that t=0 αt YT −t = 0 a.s. Written in terms of the spectral densities, this implies
"T −1
X

#
αt0 e−itω

iω

Ω(e )

t=0

"T −1
X

#
αt e

itω

=0

for a.e. ω ∈ [−π, π].

t=0

Since Ω(eiω ) is everywhere nonsingular, the above implies that

PT −1
t=0

αt0 e−itω = 0 for a.e. ω ∈

[−π, π], i.e. for every 1 6 k 6 nY ,
T
−1
X

αkt e−itω = s(eiω )

with

s(eiω ) = 0 for a.e. ω ∈ [−π, π].

t=0

Using the inverse discrete-time Fourier transform, it then follows that for every 1 6 k 6 nY and
every 0 6 t 6 T − 1,
αkt

1
=
2π

Z

π

s(eiω )eitω dω = 0.

−π
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Proof of Lemma 2. We now show that Assumption 3 is equivalent to requiring that Ω(eiω ) > 0, for
every ω ∈ [−π, π]. For this, write

 

Ω(z) = C(zId − A)−1 B + D Σ B 0 (z −1 Id − A0 )−1 C 0 + D0
Now, since Σ > 0, it is clear that Ω(eiω ) ≥ 0 for all ω ∈ [−π, π]. However, Ω(eiω ) will drop rank
at some point on the unit circle if and only if there exists a non-zero nY -vector v and λ ∈ [−π, π]
such that
h
i
v 0 C(eiλ Id − A)−1 B + D = 0,
which is equivalent to
v 0 C(eiλ Id − A)−1 v 0
that is




 eiλ Id − A B
= 0 0 ,
−C
D


 iλ
e Id − A B
< nX + nY .
rank
−C
D

Thus, Ω(eiω ) > 0 for all ω ∈ [−π, π] if and only if Assumption 3 holds.
Proof of Lemma 3. To establish the result, we use Lemma 8.C.1 in Kailath, Sayed, and Hassibi
(2000). For this, we need to check that A does not have unit-circle eigenvalues, which is ensured
by Assumption 1; and that (A, C) is detectable, which is implied by the stronger observability
requirement in Assumption 2(ii). Now applying Lemma 8.C.1 in Kailath, Sayed, and Hassibi
(2000), we have that Ω(eiω ) > 0 for all ω ∈ [−π, π] if and only if there exists a unique positive
semi-definite solution P to the Riccati equation (8) for which A − KC is stable and Σa > 0. To
establish the result of Lemma 3, combine the above with Lemma 2.
Proof of Lemma 4. Recall that the conditions in Assumption 2 are equivalent to the autocovariance
minimality of the state space system (1). To establish Lemma 4, we first re-express autocovariance
minimality in terms of the innovations representation (9). Using the innovations representation (9),
e for j > 0, where N
e = APeX C 0 + KΣa , PeX = E[X
bt|t X
b 0 ] is the solution to
we have Γ(j) = CAj−1 N
t|t

the Lyapunov equation PeX = APeX A0 + KΣa K 0 , and K and Σa are as defined in (9). Therefore,
e ) is controllable.
the system is autocovariance minimal if and only if (A, C) is observable and (A, N
We now show that the last condition is equivalent to (A, K) controllable. For this, we use an
equivalent definition (on p.762 of Kailath, Sayed, and Hassibi (2000)): (A, K) is controllable if and
e)
only if x0 A = λx0 with x 6= 0 implies x0 K 6= 0. Suppose that (A, K) is controllable but (A, N
e = 0. This means that
is not. Then there exists (x, λ) with x0 A = λx0 and x 6= 0 such that x0 N
x0 KΣa = −λx0 PeX C 0 . Since PeX = APeX A0 + KΣa K 0 , we have PeX x = λ (A − KC) PeX x. If λ = 0,
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0
0
0
0e
then x0 PeX x = 0. Since x0 PeX x = x0 APeX A0 x + (x0 KΣa ) Σ−1
a (x KΣa ) and x KΣa 6= 0, x PX x = 0


is not possible. Then λ 6= 0. Thus, λ−1 I − (A − KC) PeX x = 0. In order to say that λ−1 is an
eigenvalue of A − KC, we need to show that PeX x 6= 0. By the Lyapunov equation and x0 A = λx0 ,

we have x0 PeX x = λ2 x0 PeX x + x0 KΣa K 0 x. This means that (1 − λ2 )x0 PeX x = x0 KΣa K 0 x. Since
x0 K 6= 0 and Σa > 0, we have (1 − λ2 )x0 PeX x = x0 KΣa K 0 x > 0. It follows, by |λ| < 1, that
x0 PeX x > 0. Hence, PeX x 6= 0. We can now conclude that λ−1 is an eigenvalue of A − KC. By
the stability of A, λ−1 > 1. Therefore, A − KC has an eigenvalue outside the unit circle. This
contradicts the stability of A − KC.
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof proceeds in two steps. First, we show that the likelihood can be
locally parameterized by a d-dimensional parameter that is identified. Second, we use classical
arguments to derive the distribution of the reparameterized LR test statistic.
Step 1: reparameterize the likelihood. Let L be the lag operator. From the innovations
bt|t = (Id − AL)−1 Kat . Since Yt+1 = C X
bt|t + at+1 , we have that
representation (9), we have X
Yt+1 = k(L)at+1 , where k(z) = C(Id − Az)−1 Kz + Id. It is straightforward to verify that k(z) =
P
j−1 Kz j . Hence, once we fix k(·), a is determined by a = [k(L)]−1 Y . By (11),
Id + ∞
t
t
t
j=1 CA
the likelihood is determined by vechΣa and the sequence at . It follows that the likelihood can be
parameterized by (k(·), vechΣa ).
o
n
P
j−1 Kz j , A stable, (A, K) controllable, A − KC stable .
CA
Let K = k(·) | k(z) = Id + ∞
j=1
By Theorems 2.6.2 and 2.6.3 of Hannan and Deistler (1988), there exist a finite set A, sets
S
{Uα | α ∈ A} and functions {φα | α ∈ A} such that K = α∈A Uα and φα is a homeomorphism
from Uα to an open set in R2nX nY for any α ∈ A.
Let (k0 (·), vechΣa0 ) denote the parameters corresponding to the true likelihood. Fix α0 ∈ A
such that k0 (·) ∈ Uα0 . Define
η0 = (φα0 (k0 ), vechΣa0 ) .

Define: (1) V = vechΣ | a−1 ≥ λmax (Σ)λmin (Σ) ≥ a for some small constant a > 0 such that
Σa0 ∈ interior(V), and (2) Q ⊂ Uα0 is a compact closed set with k0 ∈ interior(Q). Notice that
D = φα0 (Q) × V is a compact set in Rd and η0 ∈ interior(D). Let ft (η) denote the log likelihood
of Yt given Y s evaluated at η ∈ D. Hence, for η ∈ D, the log likelihood can be written as
e T (η) = PT ft (η). Since the model is correctly specified, {vt (η0 )}T is a martingale difference
ln L
t=1
t=1
sequence, where vt (η) = ∂ft (η)/∂η; see e.g. Andrews and Mikusheva (2015). The analytical form
of vt (η) can be obtained from Theorem 2.6.2(iii) of Hannan and Deistler (1988) and Lemma 5.
e
The information matrix I(η)
can be computed using Equation (18.4.7) of Lütkepohl (2005). After
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e 0 ) = d. By Theorem 4.2.1 of Hannan and Deistler
some algebra, it can be verified that rankI(η
(1988), the maximum likelihood estimator for (k0 (·), vechΣa0 ) is consistent. Hence, under the null
hypothesis of π = π0 , we have

g1T
where LR



g1T → 1,
P LR1T = LR


e T (b
e T (η0 ) and ηbT = arg maxη∈D ln L
e T (η).
= 2 ln L
ηT ) − ln L

(24)

e T (η)/∂η and AT (η) = T −1 ∂ 2 ln L
e T (η)/∂η∂η 0 .
Step 2: show the desired result. Let sT (η) = T −1 ∂ ln L
By construction, we have sT (b
ηT ) = 0. By the integral form of Taylor’s theorem (Theorem C.15 of
Lee (2012)), it follows that
eT (b
−sT (η0 ) = sT (b
ηT ) − sT (η0 ) = A
ηT − η0 ),
eT =
where A

R1
0

AT (η0 + z(b
ηT − η0 )) dz. As mentioned before, the consistency of ηbT follows by

Theorem 4.2.1 of Hannan and Deistler (1988). It can be verified by tedious algebra that AT (·) is
eT = −I(η
e 0 ) + op (1). This,
continuous. Hence, the correct specification of the model implies that A
e 0 ) = d, implies that
together the above display and rankI(η


−1
e
ηbT − η0 = I(η0 )
+ op (1) sT (η0 ).

(25)

Applying Taylor’s theorem, we have

Z 1
T
e T (η0 ) − ln L
e T (b
AT (b
ηT + z(η0 − ηbT )) dz (η0 − ηbT )
ln L
ηT ) = T sT (b
ηT )0 (η0 − ηbT ) + (η0 − ηbT )0
2
0
Z 1

(i) T
0
= (η0 − ηbT )
AT (b
ηT + z(η0 − ηbT )) dz (η0 − ηbT )
2
0
(ii) T
eT (η0 − ηbT )
= (η0 − ηbT )0 A
2

h

−1
i 
−1
(iii) T
0
e 0)
e 0 ) + op (1)
e 0)
=
sT (η0 )
I(η
+ op (1) −I(η
I(η
+ op (1) sT (η0 ),
2
R1
eT and
where (i) holds by sT (b
ηT ) = 0, (ii) holds by observing that
AT (b
ηT + z(η0 − ηbT )) dz = A
0

eT = −I(η
e 0 )+op (1). Since T −1/2 sT (η0 ) →d N (0, I(η
e 0 )), the above display
(iii) follows by (25) and A
implies that


h
i−1
d
g1T = 2 ln L
e T (b
e T (η0 ) = T sT (η0 )0 I(η
e 0)
LR
ηT ) − ln L
sT (η0 ) + op (1) → χ2d .

(26)

The desired result follows by (24).
Proof of Lemma 5. First, let us consider the partial derivatives of vecΣa with respect to π. Recall
that π contains vechΣa , and that the vech operator performs column-wise vectorization with the
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upper portion excluded. In order to ‘invert’ the vech operator applied to any n × n symmetric
matrix, we use an n2 × n(n + 1)/2 duplication matrix Gn which is a matrix of 0s and 1s, with a
single 1 in each row. Thus for any n × n symmetric matrix S, vec(S) = Gn vech(S). Then,

∂vecΣa 
= 0n2Y ×nX (nX +2nY ) GnY .
∂π

(27)

Next, we consider the computation of the partial derivatives of the innovations at with respect to
Λ. For this, let F ≡ A − KC and rewrite the innovation representation equations (9) as:
bt+1|t+1 = F X
bt|t + KYt+1
X
bt|t .
at+1 = Yt+1 − C X

(28)
(29)

Then, from (29)
bt|t )
∂(C X
∂at+1
=−
.
∂π
∂π

(30)

The above can be computed using the product rule: if M (π) and N (π) are, respectively, m × p and
p × q matrices of differentiable functions with respect to π, then
∂vec(M (π))
∂vec(N (π))
∂vec(M (π)N (π))
= (N (π)0 ⊗ Idm )
+ (Idq ⊗ M (π))
.
∂π
∂π
∂π
So, from (30)
bt|t
∂X
∂at+1
b 0 ⊗ Idn ) ∂vecC − C
= −(X
Y
t|t
∂π
∂π
∂π


b
b 0 ⊗ Idn ) 0n ×n (n +1)/2 − C ∂ Xt|t .
= 0nY ×n2X 0nY ×nX nY −(X
Y
Y
Y
Y
t|t
∂π

(31)

To compute the second term, we use (28), which, combined with the product rule gives:
bt+1|t+1
bt|t ) ∂(KY )
∂X
∂(F X
t+1
=
+
∂π
∂π
∂π
bt|t
∂X
∂vecF
∂vecK
0
b 0 ⊗ Idn )
= (X
+
F
+ (Yt+1
⊗ IdnX )
.
X
t|t
∂π
∂π
∂π
Since F = A − KC, we have
∂vecF
∂vecA
∂vecK
∂vecC
=
− (C 0 ⊗ IdnX )
− (IdnX ⊗ K)
∂π
∂π
∂π
 ∂π

0
= Idn2X −(C ⊗ IdnX ) −(IdnX ⊗ K) 0n2X ×nY (nY +1)/2 .
Combining the above then gives:

bt+1|t+1 
b
∂X
b 0 ⊗ Idn ) (a0 ⊗ Idn ) −(X
b 0 ⊗ K) 0n ×n (n +1)/2 + F ∂ Xt|t ,
= (X
t+1
X
X
X
Y
Y
t|t
t|t
∂π
∂π
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(32)

with initial condition
b0|0
∂X
= 0.
∂π
Equations (31), (32) and (33) allow us to recursively compute ∂at /∂π for any t ≥ 1.

(33)

Proof of Corollary 1. In order to establish the expression for the Bartlett adjustment b1T we need
to establish the invariance of b1T under re-parameterizations of the likelihood which are not necessarily one-to-one, such as the mapping from π to the “canonical” parameter, call it η, which
is by construction identified. Specifically, let τ denote the mapping π 7→ η, η ∈ Rd , and let
e T (η) = LT (π) so that L
e T denotes the likelihood as a function of the “canonical” parameter η.
L
The idea of the proof is to use the known expressions for b1T (see, e.g., McCullagh and Cox, 1986)
e T (η)/∂η, then show invariance when
written as functions of the scores with respect to η, ∂ ln L
we express the latter in terms of π. This result is important because as already pointed out, the
analytic expression for the “canonical” parameter η is hard to obtain. The dimension of η is known
to be d (see, e.g., Hazewinkel, 1979; Hannan and Deistler, 1988).
e
Hereafter, let vi,j denote the (i, j) entry of the Fisher information matrix I(η).
v i,j denotes the
e −1 . Let
(i, j) entry of I(η)
"
#
e T ∂ ln L
e T ∂ ln L
eT
∂
ln
L
vr,s,t ≡ T −1 E
∂ηr
∂ηs
∂ηt
"
#
e T ∂ ln L
e T ∂ ln L
e T ∂ ln L
eT
∂ ln L
−1
vr,s,t,u ≡ T E
∂ηr
∂ηs
∂ηt
∂ηu
"
#
e T ∂ ln L
eT
∂ 2 ln L
κrs,i = T −1 E
∂ηr ∂ηs ∂ηi
v r,s,t ≡ vi,j,k v i,r v j,s v k,t
v r,s,t,u ≡ vi,j,k,l v i,r v j,s v k,t v l,u
eT
∂ ln L
Vr ≡
∂ηr
2
eT
∂ ln L
Vrs ≡
− v i,j κrs,j Vi
∂ηr ∂ηs
V rs ≡ Vij v i,r v j,s


Vklij ≡ V ij − E(V ij ) [Vkl − E(Vkl )]
By McCullagh and Cox (1986), we can write the Bartlett correction term b1T in terms of η:





1 2  ij  1
1
1
1
2
2
i,j
i,j
i,j
3ρ13 + 2ρ23 − 3ρ4 +
E Vij − var Vij v
− 2cov
Vi Vj v , √ Vij v
,
b1T =
12
4d T
T
T
T
(34)
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where ρ213 = d−1 v i,j,k v l,m,n vi,j vk,l vm,n , ρ223 = d−1 v i,j,k v l,m,n vi,l vj,m vk,n and ρ4 = d−1 v i,j,k,l vi,j vk,l .
The result of Corollary 1 follows from Lemmas 8, 9 and 10 below. To state the lemmas, let
Ar,s = ∂ηr /∂πs and Ar,st = ∂ 2 ηr /∂πs ∂πt . Let A ∈ Rd×dπ be the matrix whose (i, j) component
e T /∂ηi ∂ηj and D̄rs = ∂ 2 ln LT /∂πr ∂πs . Without loss of generality,
is Ai,j . Define Dij = ∂ 2 ln L
we choose a coordinate system η such that the Fisher information matrix is Idd . In other words,
vi,j = v i,j = δi,j , where δi,j = 1{i = j}. By the invariance results in McCullagh and Cox (1986),
the terms in (34) does not depend on how we choose η.
Lemma 6. Let Ai,j denote the (i, j) entry of A+ . Then the following hold:
(1) Ai,s As,j = δi,j .
(2) V̄i = Vr Ar,i
(3) D̄rs = Vj Aj,rs + Dij Ai,r Aj,s .
(4) κ̄rs,u = Aj,rs Aj,u + κij,q Ai,r Aj,s Aq,u
(5) v̄i,j = At,i At,j
(6) v̄ i,j = Ai,q Aj,q .
(7) v̄i,j,k = vr,s,t Ar,i As,j At,k .
(8) v̄ l,m,n = vr,s,t Al,r Am,s An,t .
The next result formulates the key observation that even though V̄rs is a function of the secondorder derivative of the log likelihood, it only depends on the first-order derivative of τ .
Lemma 7. V̄rs = Vij Ai,r Aj,r .
The following result says that the term

1
T var


V̄ij v̄ i,j is the same as

1
T var


Vij v i,j .

Lemma 8. V̄rs v̄ r,s = Vij v i,j .
Computations similar to those in the proof of Lemma 8 yield the following result. We omit the
details for simplicity.
rs = V ij and V̄ V̄ v̄ r,s = V V v i,j .
Lemma 9. V̄rs
r s
i j
ij

The final lemma follows.
Lemma 10. ρ̄213 = ρ213 , ρ̄223 = ρ223 and ρ4 = ρ̄4 .
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Proof of Lemma 6. We first show part (1). Since rankA = d, we have A+ = A0 (AA0 )−1 and thus
AA+ = Idd . Part (1) follows.
Parts (2) and (3) follow by the chain rule of differentiation.
Part (4) follows from
(i)

(ii)

κ̄rs,u = T −1 E D̄rs V̄u = T −1 E [(Vj Aj,rs + Dij Ai,r Aj,s ) Vq Aq,u ] = Aj,rs Aj,u + κij,q Ai,r Aj,s Aq,u ,
where (i) holds by parts (2) and (3) and (ii) holds by T −1 E(Vj Vq ) = vj,q = δj,q and T −1 E(Dij Vq ) =
κij,q .
Part (5) follows by
 (i)
(ii)
v̄i,j = T −1 E V̄i V̄j = T −1 E (Vr Vs ) Ar,i As,j = vr,s Ar,i As,j = Ar,i Ar,j ,
where (i) holds by part (2) and (ii) holds by vr,s = δr,s .
We now show part (6). Since the Fisher information matrix with respect to η is Idd , we have
that the Fisher information matrix with respect to π is A0 A. It is not hard to verify that the
pseudo-inverse of A0 A is A+ (A+ )0 , whose (i, j) entry is Ai,q Aj,q .
For part (7), notice that:
 (i)
v̄i,j,k = T −1 E V̄i V̄j V̄k = T −1 E (Vr Ar,i Vs As,j Vt At,k ) = T −1 E (Vr Vs Vt ) Ar,i As,j At,k
= vr,s,t Ar,i As,j At,k ,
where (i) holds by part (2).
Finally, we verify part (8). Notice that
v̄ l,m,n = v̄a,b,c v̄ a,l v̄ b,m v̄ c,n

(i)

=

vr,s,t Ar,a As,b At,c v̄ a,l v̄ b,m v̄ c,n

(ii)

vr,s,t Ar,a As,b At,c Aa,q1 Al,q1 Ab,q2 Am,q2 Ac,q3 An,q3

(iii)

=

vr,s,t δr,q1 δs,q2 δt,q3 Al,q1 Am,q2 An,q3

=

vr,s,t Al,r Am,s An,t ,

=

where (i) holds by part (7), (ii) holds by part (6) and (iii) holds by part (1).
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Proof of Lemma 7. Notice that
V̄rs = D̄rs − v̄ i,u κ̄rs,u V̄i

(i)

=

D̄rs − Ai,q Au,q κ̄rs,u Vt At,i

(ii)

=

D̄rs − Au,q κ̄rs,u Vt δt,q

=

D̄rs − Au,t κ̄rs,u Vt

(iii)

=

(iv)

D̄rs − Au,t Vt (Aj,rs Aj,u + κij,q Ai,r Aj,s Aq,u )

=

D̄rs − Vt (Aj,rs δj,t + κij,q Ai,r Aj,s δq,t )

=

D̄rs − Vt (At,rs + κij,t Ai,r Aj,s )

(v)

=

(Vj Aj,rs + Dij Ai,r Aj,s ) − Vt (At,rs + κij,t Ai,r Aj,s )

=

(Dij − Vt κij,t ) Ai,r Aj,s ,

where (i) holds by Lemma 6(2) and (6), (ii) holds by Lemma 6(1), (iii) holds by Lemma 6(4), (iv)
holds by Lemma 6(1) and (v) holds by Lemma 6(3).
The desired result follows from
(i)

Vij = Dij − v t,u κit,u Vt = Dij − κij,t Vt ,
where (i) holds by v t,u = δt,u .
Proof of Lemma 8. Notice that
(i)

(ii)

V̄rs v̄ r,s = Vij Ai,r Aj,s Ar,q As,q = Vij δi,q δj,q = Vqq ,
where (i) holds by Lemmas 6(6) and 7 and (ii) holds by Lemma 6(1). Since v i,j = δi,j , the desired
result follows by Vij v i,j = Vii .
Proof of Lemma 10. Notice that
v̄ i,j,k v̄ l,m,n v̄i,j v̄k,l v̄m,n

(i)

=

va,b,c Ai,a Aj,b Ak,c vr,s,t Al,r Am,s An,t

(ii)

va,b,c vr,s,t Ai,a Aj,b Ak,c Al,r Am,s An,t At1 ,i At1 ,j At2 ,k At2 ,l At3 ,m At3 ,n

=

(iii)

=

va,b,c vr,s,t δt,t3 δt2 ,r δt3 ,s δt1 ,a δt1 ,b δt2 ,c

=

va,a,r vr,t,t ,

where (i) holds by Lemma 6(8) (also applied to v̄ i,j,k ), (ii) holds by Lemma 6(5) and (iii) holds by
Lemma 6(1).
Since v i,r = δi,r , we have v r,s,t = vr,s,t . It follows that
v i,j,k v l,m,n vi,j vk,l vm,n = vi,j,k vl,m,n δi,j δk,l δm,n = vi,i,k vk,m,m .
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The above two displays imply that ρ̄213 = ρ213 . The proofs for ρ̄223 = ρ223 and ρ4 = ρ̄4 follow similar
computations.
Proof of Theorem 2. We adopt all the notations introduced in the proof of Theorem 1 and assume
that the null hypothesis holds. Let ψ denote the mapping θ 7→ η. By Theorem 2.6.2 of Hannan
and Deistler (1988), η parametrization is simply certain entries of π after normalizing other entries.
Hence, Assumption 4 implies that ψ is twice continuously differentiable.
e T (ψ(θ)). Let Ψ(θ) = ∂ψ(θ)/∂θ0 ∈ Rd×dθ and sθ,T (θ) = T −1 ∂ ln L
e T (ψ(θ))/∂θ.
Notice that LT (π(θ)) = L
¯
e
¯ 0 ) and I(ψ(θ
e
Hence, sθ,T (θ) = Ψ(θ)0 sT (ψ(θ)) and I(θ)
= Ψ(θ)0 I(ψ(θ))Ψ(θ).
Since both I(θ
0 )) =
e 0 ) have full rank and d > dθ , we have rankΨ(θ0 ) = dθ .
I(η
Recall from (26) in the proof of Theorem 1, we have that
i−1


h
e 0)
e T (b
e T (η0 ) = T sT (η0 )0 I(η
sT (η0 ) + op (1).
2 ln L
ηT ) − ln L

(35)

e T (ψ(θ)). Since θ0 is identified with full rank
Let θbT = arg maxθ∈Θ LT (π(θ)) = arg maxθ∈Θ L
Fisher information matrix, we can follow classical arguments (or Step 2 in the proof of Theorem 1
with (η0 , ηbT ) replaced by (θ0 , θbT )) and obtain




¯ 0 ) −1 sθ,T (η0 ) + op (1).
e T (ψ(θbT )) − ln L
e T (ψ(θ0 )) = T sθ,T (η0 )0 I(η
2 ln L
¯ = Ψ(θ)0 I(ψ(θ))Ψ(θ),
e
By sθ,T (θ) = Ψ(θ)0 sT (ψ(θ)) and I(θ)
the above display implies that
i−1


h
e 0 )Ψ(θ0 )
e T (ψ(θbT )) − ln L
e T (ψ(θ0 )) = T sT (η0 )0 Ψ(θ0 ) Ψ(θ0 )0 I(η
2 ln L
Ψ(θ0 )0 sT (η0 ) + op (1).
(36)
h
i
h
i
−1/2
1/2
√
e 0)
e 0)
Let ZT = T I(η
sT (η0 ) and W0 = I(η
Ψ(θ0 ). Since η0 = ψ(θ0 ), it follows by
(35) and (36) that


e T (b
e T (ψ(θbT )) = ZT0 ZT − ZT0 W0 (W00 W0 )−1 W0 ZT + op (1)
LR2T = 2 ln L
ηT ) − ln L


= ZT0 Id − W0 (W00 W0 )−1 W0 ZT + op (1).
Notice that rankW0 = rankΨ(θ0 ) = dθ . Hence, Id − W0 (W00 W0 )−1 W0 is a projection matrix
with rank d − dθ . Since ZT →d N (0, Id ), we have that


d
e T (b
e T (ψ(θbT )) →
2 ln L
ηT ) − ln L
χ2d−dθ .
The proof is complete.
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Proof of Corollary 2. For the purpose of this proof, we view of the Bartlett correction as a correction
of the mean of the likelihood ratio statistic, see e.g., Equation (2) in McCullagh and Cox (1986) or
Equation (1.1) in Barndorff-Nielsen and Hall (1988). Hence,
E (LR1T ) − d = T −1 b1T (π) + o(T −1 ).
Similarly, when we view the model as a parametric model on Θ, we have

E LRθ,1T − dθ = T −1 bθ,1T (θ) + o(T −1 ),
where LRθ,1T = 2 (supθ∈Θ ln LT (π(θ)) − ln LT (π(θ0 ))). Notice that under the null hypothesis,
π0 = π(θ0 ) and thus LR1T − LRθ,1T = LR2T . Therefore, the above two display implies that
E (LR2T ) − (d − dθ ) = (b1T (π0 ) − bθ,1T (θ0 )) T −1 + o(T −1 ).
As mentioned before, the Bartlett correction term is the same as the correction term of E (LR2T ).
The desired result follows.
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